
More Than Just Gas
Your Welding, Safety and Equipment Supplier
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You know BOC as the 
UK and Ireland‘s largest 
provider of industrial, 
medical and special gases, 
but our business is about 
more than just gas… 

Our welding, safety, equipment 
and accessories offer you more. 
More products, more choice and 
unrivalled industry expertise.

We have an extensive range of 
more than 5,000 products, stocked 
in our state-of-the-art central 
warehouse. You can call us to 
order, drop in to one of our 50+ 
local stores or browse our industry 
leading online shop.

All this is backed up by friendly and 
knowledgeable customer service, 
expert technical support and 
best-in-class safety, environmental 
performance and quality.



More Products
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Our state-of-the-art, national 
distribution centre and local 
retail network give our customers 
access to a huge range of over 
5,000 in-stock products and rapid 
access to thousands more.

Our comprehensive selection 
of MIG/MAG, TIG and MMA arc 
machines cover a wide range 
of welding requirements for 
the professional welder. With 
carefully selected accessories, 
spares and consumables that 
support the effective operation 
of the welding equipment, you 
get everything you need from a 
single, trusted supplier, making 
your job easier and you more 
productive. 

And we supply everything 
you need for cutting, grinding, 
sanding and finishing, whether 
you’re looking for everyday hand 
tools or need robust, professional 
equipment to tackle the toughest 
of jobs. Our range includes, 
abrasives, power tools, hand 
tools and associated accessories.

The BOC professional grade gas 
equipment range includes single 
and multi-stage regulators, hoses 
and fittings, FBA’s, cutting and 
welding torches, gas nozzles, 
kits, cylinder trolleys and LPG 
equipment.

We also offer an extensive range 
of welding safety and general 
safety products, including 
personal protective equipment, to 
safeguard employees and ensure 
compliance with health and 
safety regulations.

All our ranges include products 
from our own private label 
brands, BOC and Ryval, offering 
high end quality and value 
for money options to all our 
customers.

As the UK’s leading gases and equipment supplier our 
buying power and reach gives you access to tens of 
thousands of quality products through long-standing 
relationships with all the major brands, as well as our 
own-brand products offering you unbeatable quality 
and value for money.

Read more about our 
product ranges on pages 
10 to 18
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Our enhanced portfolio of equipment 
and consumables brands has been 
designed for optimum performance, 
extra safety and reliability.

TM



More Choice

Our customers have the flexibility and choice to order however and whenever they 
want, with more convenient ways to buy and more options for collection and delivery.

¹  Please note, for a small number of customers, next day delivery may not be possible. Free delivery with minimum spend 
of £50 (excl VAT) on eligible equipment. £5 under £50 spend (excl VAT).  ² Excludes the Scottish Highlands and islands.
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Click

When you shop at boconline.co.uk/shop 
everything you need is all in one place. 

Our core range of centrally stocked, fast moving 
products is available to buy online 24/7 at the 
click of a button, with next day delivery¹ or free 
click and collect from your local Gas & Gear store. 

You can order on account or via guest checkout 
and order within seconds using our quick re-order 
features for frequently ordered products or 
previous orders in just a few clicks. 

Additional features include self-serve options for 
easy visibility and control of your account online. 

No need to wait on the phone, simply download 
digital copies of your VAT invoices and proof of 
delivery notes, easily make payments and create 
or update direct debits.

Our mobile app has all the same functionality 
as the website, giving you the option to order 
products or access your account on the move.

http://www.boconline.co.uk/shop


Very helpful and informative person in 
the shop in Aberdeen. I called in to buy 
MIG contact tips and am now returning 
on Monday to buy an AC/DC TIG set 
which I would otherwise have bought 
online. It’s given me the confidence 
that BOC is a better option to buy from 
and benefit from local support.

Person answering the telephone was 
clear, easy to understand, efficiently 
dealt with my order and was polite, 
can’t ask for any better.
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Collect

Our national network of Gas & Gear retail stores 
operates from 50+ locations across the UK and 
Ireland so you’re never far from BOC. 

Our knowledgeable staff have an in-depth 
understanding of the pressures and demands 
experienced by our customers and are at your 
disposal to help find solutions to the challenges 
you might face. 

We offer expert advice on areas such as regulator 
selection and trade-in opportunities and 
make sure that you comply with current safety 
guidelines, though our CP7 and CP47 equipment 
checks in-store.

Our customers can be assured of our extensive 
knowledge, the highest quality products and our 
exceptional levels of customer service.

Call

Choose to call our dedicated orders and enquiries 
line on 0800 0511 900.

Our expert team will be on hand to quickly take 
your order, manage account queries and offer 
expert support and product advice to ensure you 
get the highest levels of service.

We offer national delivery, with orders placed 
before 3pm delivered next day², or if you prefer, 
BOC offers the convenience of free collection on 
equipment orders from our national network of 
50+ local Gas & Gear stores.

Tel: 0800 0511 900
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BOC has been at the forefront of the gases and equipment industry for over 135 years. 
Our customers can benefit from this wealth of experience and expertise, through our 
wide range of complementary technical, training and maintenance services.

Unrivalled Industry Expertise

Technical support

BOC’s knowledgeable and experienced 
technical experts are focused on developing 
new technologies, processes and innovative 
products and are available to assist you in using 
these to optimise your processes. For instance, 
by monitoring inventory, we can make sure a 
customer doesn’t incur unnecessary costs by 
failing to keep stocks at optimum levels. 

Our world class Manufacturing Technology 
Centre (MTC) at Wolverhampton is a powerhouse 
of expertise and innovation in gases and 
engineering applications. BOC’s investment in the 
MTC facility ensures that the centre remains at 
the cutting edge of welding and metal fabrication 
techniques too.

The Welder’s Toolkit is an online resource of 
expert welding advice from BOC, designed to help 
you find answers to your welding questions and 
solve your welding problems. It’s packed with 
health and safety guidance, how-to guides, tips on 
choosing the right welding gases and equipment 
and more.

Training

BOC offers industry specific welding training at 
all levels, from apprentice to advanced (including 
refresher courses) covering:

→  All metals welding training 
→  Cutting training 
→  Gas detection training 
→  Calibration training 
→  Specialised automotive training

Our market-leading gas safety training packages 
can be delivered face-to-face by our expert 
trainers at your site or accessed online, for quick 
and convenient access.

Being able to speak to a member 
of staff that was super helpful and 
knowledgeable just made everything 
easy for my first time.
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Service, maintenance, 
and calibration

We offer a broad spectrum of service and 
maintenance options which are designed to ensure 
our customers benefit from non-stop productivity.

Work can be carried out on-site or at one of our 
workshops. Our support engineers ensure that all 
your gas and equipment is compliant to stringent 
legislation and safety standards.

→  Emergency repairs 
→  Servicing and maintenance 
→   CP7 inspections in accordance with 

BCGA guidelines, by our independently 
qualified engineers 

→  Calibration and validation to EN standard 
→  Gas monitor calibration service 

Stock management and 
vending solutions

BOC offers a range of stock control services to 
help you maintain your onsite stores at optimum 
levels to ensure non-stop production. From 
branded vending machines and consignment stock 
management, to placing our expert controllers 
inside your organisation to personally run the 
service for you, not only will your stock be 
expertly controlled, but we will also keep your 
inventory updated and ensure commercial viability.



BOC offers a wide range of abrasive discs 
including cutting, grinding, superthin, 
cutting wheels and flap discs, the use 
of these technically superior and long 
lasting products can result in improved 
cutting and grinding speeds and reduced 
wear and tear on machinery resulting in 
lower processing costs.

Operator safety is paramount. All abrasive 
products are certified as conforming to 
the standards laid down by OSA, the 
Organisation for the Safety of Abrasives. 
This international body ensures that the 
products it approves are traceable all the 
way back to the factory and conform to 
the relevant EN standards.

→  Abrasive accessories
→  Buffing and polishing
→  Cutting
→   Deburring and surface preparation
→  Grinding
→  Points, cones and plugs
→  Sanding
→  Wire wheels and brushes

Abrasives
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Manufactured to the highest standards, 
the range includes cutting equipment, 
flashback arrestors, flowmeters, valves 
and gauges as well as a broad selection 
of accessories and storage solutions.

→  Shanks
→  Mixers
→  Cutters
→  Flashback arrestors
→  Cryogenic and dry ice storage
→  Cylinder accessories
→  Flowmeters, valves and gauges
→  Gas cylinder connections
→  Gas delivery systems
→  Gas detection and alarm systems
→  Purifiers and filters

Gas Equipment
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Our hoses are robust, general-purpose 
hoses manufactured with a three-layer 
construction for safety and longevity. 
The high-strength construction is 
weather and abrasion resistant and 
offers unbeatable flexibility and kink 
resistance and conforms to BS EN 
1256:2006. Fuel gas and oxygen hoses 
are supplied with machine swaged 
fittings and check valves approved to 
BS EN 730-2:2002.

→  Hose fittings
→  Welding hose reels
→  Cryogenic and metal hoses
→  Water hoses
→  Welding hoses
→  Pipe
→  Pipe fittings

Hoses, Pipes, Tubes 
and Fittings
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We offer all the essential basics including 
adhesives, tapes and sealants, paints and 
coatings, lubricants and fluids as well as 
a range of hardware and fasteners for 
every job, big or small.

→  Adhesives, tapes and sealants
→  Fasteners
→  Hardware
→  Janitorial and facility maintenance
→  Lighting and electrical
→  Lubricants and fluids
→  Paints and coatings

Industrial Supplies
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We supply a broad portfolio of single and 
multi-stage regulators that work with 
a wide range of gases and cylinders to 
give you precise pressure control across 
the full application spectrum.

BOC Gas equipment is designed and 
tested to fully comply with BS EN ISO 
standards to ensure optimum safety and 
guaranteed peace of mind.

→  Balloon regulators
→  Industrial gas regulators
→  Medical gas regulators
→  Regulator accessories
→  Specialty gas regulators

Regulators
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BOC offers a wide range of personal 
protective equipment to safeguard 
employees and ensure compliance 
with health and safety regulations. 
Our extensive range covers head, eye, 
face, hand, foot, hearing and respiratory 
protection, as well as skincare, safety 
wear and workplace safety equipment, 
from welding curtains and first aid kits to 
fire extinguishers and warning labels.

→  Ergonomic protection
→  First aid kits and supplies
→  Hand and arm protection
→  Head, face and eye protection
→  Hearing protection
→  Protective clothing
→  Respiratory protection
→  Signs, tapes and tags
→  Welding blankets, curtains and screens
→  Welding helmets and lenses
→  Work apparel

Safety and PPE
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If you need robust, professional 
equipment to tackle the toughest of 
jobs, we’ve got you covered. Our range 
includes proven power tools from all 
the leading brands and manufacturers, 
plus spares and accessories. You’ll find 
the hand tools needed for every-day 
jobs too, from complete kits to 
individual items.

→  Angle grinders
→  Drills 
→  Chop saws
→  Socket sets
→  Spanners and ratchets
→  Screwdrivers
→  Pliers
→  Clamps
→  Levels 
→  Tube cutters

Tools



Whatever your level of experience, the 
application or working environment, our 
accessories, consumables and spares 
are carefully selected to support the 
effective operation of your equipment. 
The extensive range includes all the 
required torches and accessories 
regardless of process, as well as a 
comprehensive range of fume extractors, 
carts, running gear, cables, tables, 
covers, weld cleaners and much more.

→   MIG, TIG, plasma, sub arc, robotic and 
laser welding consumables

→   Welding and cutting equipment 
accessories 

→  Oxy acetylene welding consumables
→  Welding cable and accessories
→  Hose, hose fittings and accessories
→  Fume extractors and accessories 
→   Welding chemicals, marking devices 

and cleaners
→  Welding cart and running gear
→  Welding rod ovens and containers

Welding Equipment
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Welding Wire and 
Electrodes

Whether you’re looking for a consistent 
and reliable source of general-purpose 
or specialist materials our extensive 
range of quality filler materials has 
you covered. We have mild steel, low-
hydrogen, stainless steel, hard facing and 
cast-iron electrodes, MIG/MAG wire, MIG 
wire and TIG rods for a range of materials 
as well as gas welding and brazing wires.

BOC have been audited and verified as 
a manufacturer of welding filler material 
according to VdTÜV 1153.

→   Brazing and soldering filler metals 
and flux

→  Gas welding rods
→  Submerged arc flux
→  TIG welding rods
→  Welding electrodes
→  Welding wires



See Why Thousands of Customers 
Have Already Switched

   Re-order easily
  Track deliveries
   Download invoices, statements and proof of delivery notes
  Manage your cylinder holdings
  Access your account 24/7

Sign in or register at boconline.co.uk/you

http://www.boconline.co.uk/you


Order now

boconline.co.uk/shop

0800 0511 900

Search ‘BOC near me’ for your local Gas & Gear store

BOC is a Linde company, the Leading Global Gases and Engineering 
Business with a Mission to Make the World More Productive

We are the UK and Ireland‘s largest provider of industrial, medical, and special gases as well as 
related equipment, engineering services, and solutions to support them. 

We produce, package, and distribute thousands of different types of gases to our customers 
every day. Our unrivalled range includes atmospheric gases, high purity gases and mixtures, 
refrigerants, and chemicals, for applications as diverse as cooling magnets in hospital MRI 
scanners to fuelling zero emissions vehicles and much more. 

BOC offers tailored supply solutions for every size of customer; our cylinder customers enjoy a 
nationwide delivery and collection network; bulk customers the reassurance of 24/7 delivery; 
and for our high-demand customers we offer onsite production or dedicated pipeline supply.

Our welding, safety and equipment customers can be confident we’ve got the expertise to 
help them choose the right product from our extensive range, along with a choice of easy and 
convenient ways to order and all delivered nationally or collected locally.

BOC Limited
Customer Service Centre, Priestley Road, Worsley, Manchester M28 2UT, United Kingdom
Tel 0800 111 333, Fax 0800 111 555, boconline.co.uk BO
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BOC Limited registered office, Forge, 43 Church Street West, Woking, Surrey GU21 6HT, England. Company number 337663 – English Register. Authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority, register number 715528. BOC is a company name used by Linde plc and its affiliates. The BOC logo and the BOC word are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of Linde plc or its affiliates. Copyright © 2022. BOC Ltd.

http://www.boconline.co.uk/shop
Tel: 0800 0511 900
Tel: 0800 111 333
http://www.boconline.co.uk

